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Abstract
Measuring the influence of public diplomacy is still often questioned in public diplomacy studies. Apart from not being easy to connect public diplomacy efforts and changes in perceptions or behavior, public diplomacy measures tend to require high costs research or evaluation. However, digital technology that brings public diplomacy practices into the virtual space impacts the way of public diplomacy evaluation or measurement. This article offers an argument that the impact or influence of digital public diplomacy can also be measured even though there is no face to face meeting. By considering the agenda-setting, presence expansion, and conversation generating that is happening on Twitter belonging to the Ministry of Foreign Affairs and the Embassy, it is possible to measure how deep the mutual understanding, collaboration, and engagement are taking place. Without conducting surveys or interviews, the researcher could know the effectiveness of digital public diplomacy influence more quickly and cheaply.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Van Ham (2005: 9) admits that the most severe difficulty from public diplomacy measures the success of persuasion, perceptions, and the willingness of a person or group of people to accept new ideas. According to Nye, this happens because there will always be a gap between the resource/input and power outcome. More specifically, these resources do not always show the desired outcome directly. The gap between resource and power outcome does not only happen to soft power but also to hard power (Seichi, 2008: 219). Matwiczak (2010: 13) confirms this opinion by arguing that factors of public diplomacy activities held abroad, which may cause changes to the audience, cannot be ignored. Public diplomacy is not contained in a vacuum; therefore, other factors may impact changing perceptions or behavior. Thus, it's not easy to firmly claim that the change of perception caused by public diplomacy.
Several academics acknowledge the difficulty of measuring the impact of public diplomacy. The difficulties are partly because 1. there are various sources of information that can be obtained by the government which are the basis for changes in their foreign policy so that it is not easy to determine which persuasion has a significant impact on changing policy, 2. it takes time that does not briefly to see the effect of persuasion being carried out so that when the results are obtained, the influential situation or foreign policy has changed, 3. research on the impact of diplomacy is carried out through surveys, in-depth interviews or focus group discussions, which means that it requires a lot of researchers to carry out these activities. As a result, there are few costs incurred to carry out evaluations, 4. the research methods carried out are prone to actors and respondents (Bolgov et al., 2016; Banks, 2011; Layne, 2010).

Even though it is difficult to do, many countries still carry out this measurement to obtain public diplomacy activities — evaluating public diplomacy is government responsibility to the taxpayers. Interview, survey, poll, and focus group discussion methods are frequently used to analyze and measure the performance of public diplomacy. For example, the United Kingdom used the logic model to measure public diplomacy's success by comparing work plans with results (Wilding, 2007). Australia uses the DFAT model, which is based on interviews and opinion surveys (Parliament of Australia. 2007). Meanwhile, the United States of America uses several measurements, ranging from quantitative ones with the Public Diplomacy Model for the Assessment of Performance (PD-MAP) (Matwiczak, 2010) and the Assessment Rating Tool (PART) Program to survey methods through the Advancing Public Diplomacy Impact (APDI). (Banks, 2011).

Along with the development of digital technology, some public diplomacy practices have shifted to new media spaces. This situation leads to the need for a different measurement method. Social media diplomacy, which is believed to be able to spread values and culture more quickly (Van Ham, 2010: 134), on the other hand, provides challenges in measuring the impact of activities in related social media. The challenge due, among other things, not identifying the identity of netizens or accounts that are anonymous. This situation is rather tricky for digital public diplomacy to foster 'trust' as a capital for mutual understanding and even engagement (Correa et al. 2015).

The widespread practice of public diplomacy in digital spaces needs a particular measurement to evaluate the result of digital public diplomacy work. Measuring online activity certainly requires many adjustments because not all respondents can be interviewed, considering that several accounts are anonymous. This article presents some considerations on measures that can be used to assess how deeply digital public diplomacy can carry out traditional public diplomacy functions. Those include the emergence of an understanding of the information conveyed or mutual understanding and mutual engagement or support for activities or ideas offered in content/uploads. This article also provides an argumentation to quickly assess an account's performance in conducting digital public diplomacy.
II. LITERATURE REVIEW

The widespread use of digital technology by the public impacts their expanding influence on international discourse, encouraging public diplomacy to adopt social media facilities to support its activities. As part of public diplomacy, social media to build individual perceptions in the international public has led some academics to interpret digital diplomacy in a narrow sense, namely diplomatic activities using social media. Social media provides a platform for unconditional communication and has become a powerful communicator's tool.

There are various kinds of social media that international actors use, but the most popular are Twitter, Facebook, Instagram, YouTube, Periscope, and Snapchat. Social media allows the state to communicate directly with the public and disseminate information quickly. Information can even be doubled when the public re-uploads the information content. The influence will be even more substantial when the public re-uploads and gives positive comments because public trust has grown in the related content. (Holmes, 2013: 6) and (Hanson, 2011) notes on the e-diplomacy show that e-diplomacy is diplomacy carried out through social media. Networks that can be generated by social media are one of the reasons for diplomats to start disseminating information using the internet.

Apart from efficiently disseminating information, social media also allows the public, who previously were only the target of diplomacy, to become part of the diplomatic effort. The breadth of knowledge and moving in virtual space results in a freer situation for anyone who enters it. Thanks to the low cost, social media users are increasingly active in seeking information and processing their data. They have the ability to deliver their own opinions and open up new communications in the public arena. The government, which does not want to lose relevance and valuable access, is starting to provide opportunities for public participation in deliberately opened and organized spaces. Thus, government efforts emerged to foster mutual understanding, engagement, cooperation, or collaboration on social networks.

This kind of effort is deeply embedded in public diplomacy, where the government must manage its relationship with the public to promote policy agendas and policy change. If public diplomacy adopts social media, these efforts will move from offline to online. Many platforms were created to reach out to the public and build public perceptions in line with the government's goals. Building perceptions in line with the government's goals is certainly not easy. Social media provides an excellent opportunity for the public to express their political views, so it is not uncommon for social media to become a media for contesting state policies.

A narrow understanding of digital diplomacy is also proposed by (Manor and Segev, 2015), which defines digital diplomacy as using social media by the state to gain its foreign interests and manage its national image. They note that digital diplomacy exists at two levels: foreign ministries and embassies located worldwide. By operating at these two levels, the state can disseminate foreign policy and influence the public at home and abroad. It can adapt foreign policies and messages to local audiences' unique characteristics concerning history, culture, values, and traditions. On the other hand, the government can obtain opinions and responses on disseminating information and images that they promote.
The social media platform allows anyone to communicate, so digital diplomacy brings diplomats to communicate directly with other diplomats and the public regarding foreign policy or additional information related to diplomatic activities and international issues. Raschika (2018) mentioned that social media allows diplomats to observe events, gather information, and identify key influencers. They also provide a channel to influence netizens through traditional means. They can assist in the consultation process, formulate policies, and help share ideas. Through social media, netizens can (1) interact with messages on the same platform, (2) spread their content, and (3) create their network (Arsenault, 2009). Rybalko and Seltzer (2010) believe that websites and social networks provide useful information to the public and are easy to use. Lewis (2014) defines digital diplomacy as using digital communication tools (social media) by diplomats to communicate with each other and with the general public.

Social media facilities that allow each participant to exchange messages, ideas, or opinions make it seem as if they can meet in person, especially when social media has facilities for conducting video calls or video conferences, podcasts, etc. (Richard H. Solomon, 1997), president of the United States Institute of Peace (USIP), called it virtual diplomacy, namely "social, economic, and political interactions that are mediated through electronics." Although not real (direct), virtual diplomacy is real diplomacy - in the sense that there are authoritative interactions between different government officials. Meanwhile, the Virtual Diplomacy Initiative defines virtual diplomacy as a change in diplomacy related to a global network's emergence. This term includes decision-making, coordination, communication, and practice of international relations carried out with the help of information and communication technology "(United States Institute of Peace, 2006).

(Meanwhile, Smith, 1999) indicates that virtual space is increasingly providing opportunities for everyone to become a diplomat for their interests in capturing social media platforms, enabling everyone to participate in expressing their opinions or opinions. It defines virtual diplomacy as the behavior of what has been considered classical diplomacy in the past. Still, it is now an activity that is carried out differently because of changes in technology and because it is being practiced by more people, including many who are not professional diplomats.

**III. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY**

This article's research method is qualitative, namely by using several papers and documents supporting arguments. A qualitative research method is a research that intends to understand the phenomena experienced by research subjects. For example, behavior, perception, motivation, action, etc., holistically, and utilizing descriptions in the form of words and language, in a specific natural context, and by using various natural methods (Moleong, 2005: 6). A reference is a research article about using some features owned by social media that users can use to show their responses to content uploaded by users Using (Bjola and Jiang's Comparative Analysis, 2015), to find out the depth of mutual understanding, collaboration, and engagement. The research used Twitter belonging to the Indonesian
Embassy and the Indonesian Ministry of Foreign Affairs as a basis for consideration for the formation/compilation of measurements.

IV. FINDING AND DISCUSSION

The impact of digital public diplomacy can be studied through 3 things to find out how much mutual understanding, collaboration, and engagement are taking place. This measurement was conducted by looking at the agenda-setting, presence expansion, and conversation generating on Twitter. First, to find out how effective the agenda-setting is, it can be measured by the number of "likes" obtained through each upload. Before counting the number of "likes," which can be interpreted as approval or support towards the content, the researcher must establish the agenda-setting in advance. The classification of agenda-setting referring to the objectives of public diplomacy, namely:

1. Service functions/protection of Indonesian citizens classified through keywords related to diplomatic services. Currently, document processing at the Indonesian Embassy or Indonesian Consulate can be done online. Examples of keywords that can be used (can be with hashtags or without hashtags) include 'Document,' 'WNI,' and #NegaraMelindung, #Covid19.

2. The function of negotiating classified through keywords related to diplomacy carried out by countries for example, 'Diplomatic Relations,' 'Bilateral Relations' and 'Cooperation' and #IniDiplomasi, #SahabatKemlu, #MenluRetro, #FMMarsudi, #RintisKemajuan progress, #BatikDiplomacy, #IndonesianWay, #DigitalDiplomacy. #DiplomasiCulinary.

3. Information function regarding Indonesia's role and attitude in the international world classified through keywords related to state policies related to international phenomena such as 'United Nations,' 'ASEAN,' 'Multilateral Cooperation,' 'Rohingya'; 'Palestine,' 'Syria,' 'Iraq,' 'ISIS,' and the hashtags #IndonesiaUntukDunia, #CounterTerrorism. #DiplomacyforPeaceandProsperity. In addition to information about international phenomena, domestic issues can also attract world attention. Related to Indonesia, keywords that can be used are, for example, 'Papua,' 'Palm Oil,' 'Border' and 'Indonesian Democracy' and the hashtag #BaliDemocracyForum

The number of "like" in each upload shows whether the content is quite popular or not. The number of "likes" also shows the mutual understanding aspect amongst the netizen toward the contents. The total number of likes obtained compared to the number of followers that the account has on shows how high or low the understanding is obtained from netizens and account owners.

Second, to find out the high or low level of collaboration will be determined by how many times each keyword is retweeted or re-uploaded. It can also help determine what messages are re-uploaded most frequently to select the public's preference for re-uploads of messages. The retweet or re-uploads also shows the breadth or presence expansion. (Sevin and Ingelhoff 2018) conducted research to determine how retweets were carried out and by anyone to
assess the extent of public diplomacy's impact on specific topics by four countries. This research can analyze the distribution and number of retweets per upload. Thus, this method can be borrowed to assess the depth of collaboration that occurs and on what content high or low distribution occurs.

From the keywords created, it can also be determined how often conversation generating or dialogue/response occurs in comments to measure engagement. The more comments and reactions by the admin show the success of generating conversation generating. From this measurement, it can also be seen which agendas have high conversations and which are not. New media such as Twitter allow for immediate feedback. Instant feedback is made possible with the reply feature on Twitter, which can be received directly by the account mentioned in a notification. Nasrullah interpreted interactivity in the new media as the change in netizens as objects that were the target of the message but had an important role, namely being the subject. Changes in the medium's meaning have renewed the audience's position to be more interactive with the message (Nasrullah, 2016: 14).

Although not directly interacting, interaction via computer media still meets the communication criteria referred to as Computer-Mediated Communication (CMC) or computer-mediated communication. The communication process between the Indonesian Embassy or the Ministry of Foreign Affairs and its audiences, both in the interests of news distribution and a two-way communication medium, is mediated by technology designed, created, and used to enable data exchange information. This communication is part of CMC because it fulfills CMC's aspects, as expressed by (Marc Smith (1995, in Nasrullah, 2016). First, contact or interaction in the cyber world does not require the existence and similarity between cyber media users when the interaction function takes place. Interactions do not have to be in the same place and time as face-to-face or telephone communication. Indonesian Embassy and Ministry of Foreign Affairs can send messages from anywhere as long as they are connected to a computer or the internet, and so can their audience. At any time, these interactions can occur. The Indonesian Embassy or the Ministry of Foreign Affairs can issue a tweet in the morning, then the audience can respond during the day. The Indonesian Embassy or the Ministry of Foreign Affairs can reply to the response at night, and the communication can still occur.

V. CONCLUSION AND FURTHER RESEARCH

Digital technology has provided an opportunity to measure and assess the impact of public diplomacy performance more easily and quickly. In digital public diplomacy held through social media, we can still find several interactions and responses that can be used to measure the effectiveness of public diplomacy performance, including agenda setting, presence expansion, and conversation generating. Features on social media such as Twitter allow the measurement to be carried out. Twitter provides a like button to show agreement or mutual understanding. The retweet feature offers expansion and the depth of collaboration and conversation degenerating or dialogue opportunities to occur as the beginning of the engagement.
However, the method of measuring digital public diplomacy involves big data. It needs other methods such as the Opinion Mining method to summarize and assess large amounts of data. The next research can use the Opinion Mining method in measuring agenda setting, presence expansion, and conversation generating. Thus, the proposed method can become an alternative besides survey and interview methods such as those carried out in APDI, PART, PD-MAP, and Logic Model.
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